
Creating a Highly  
Productive  
Legal Operation:
Tech security, strong user  
adoption and customization  
are crucial

Today, law firms and corporate law departments have reached an inflection point, where transitioning from 
legacy, manual, paper-based processes to digital document processes is paramount. The reasons are many 

and varied.

While some are seeking greater efficiency by reducing time-consuming, manual document processes, others are 
looking to modernize and automate operations in order to stay competitive. Collaboration has become a priority 
as we find ourselves in a sudden, digital-first environment. And, flexible, remote work options have become the 
new normal for many. This is heightening the need for technology platforms that support information security 
and effective content management. 

How prepared are legal teams as they face this digital transformation? A new survey by Accusoft and ALM 
Media, titled Approaches to Document Management and Tools to Enhance Productivity, assesses how technology 
professionals use document management software, manage productivity and plan for future initiatives related to 
document management. The survey reveals that law firms and legal departments struggle with, or have concerns 
about, digital document management. Bottom line: embracing such solutions is a work in progress.
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A Revealing Look at Digital in the Legal Space

The survey garnered responses from numerous legal and technology professionals in both corporate legal and 
law firms. Of the respondents, 54 percent leverage a third-party document management solution — however, 
more than one-quarter (28 percent) are not doing so. Instead, they largely rely on emailed files and manual / 
paper-based processes to view and collaborate on documents. In fact, the data reveals that a significant 
percentage of tasks are still manually completed, including:

Fifty-two percent note that the inability to locate 
the right document when needed is a top 
document management challenge contributing to 
productivity loss. Additionally, more than a third 
(36 percent) find merging documents manually 
contributes to wasted resources, while 29 percent 
are challenged by managing and extracting 
information from different files. Twenty nine 
percent also indicate that loading and searching for 
data in large documents causes inefficiency.
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Lack of Automation Equals Loss of Productivity

At the same time as manual-based processes continue, it is evident that survey respondents see a clear link 
between lack of automation and productivity loss.

Further, 27 percent experience a lack of proper version control. What’s more, document security is an issue for 26 
percent. And 25 percent are challenged with limited group viewing and collaboration capabilities — a significant 
hindrance to productivity in the current remote work environment.
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Tech Concerns

In order to overcome productivity loss, it is clear the legal industry must 
first overcome key concerns related to technology. When asked about 
concerns, 55 percent are apprehensive about an inability to customize 
software for their organization’s needs. Also, technology user adoption is  
a considerable issue for 53 percent of respondents. 

Nearly half (49 percent) are uneasy about security issues and the level 
of customer risk exposure — a very valid concern. According to Austin 
Berglas, former head of the FBI’s cyber branch in New York and now 
global head of professional services at BlueVoyant, law firms are a top 
target among hackers because of the client information they possess. 
“They are a one-stop shop,” says Berglas. He also adds that because law 
firm success is often tied to their reputation for preserving attorney-
client privilege, they may be more willing to pay hackers off if they fall 
victim to ransomware.1

Alleviating Concerns

The many benefits of automation are clear and concerns can be mitigated when adopting the right technology 
for your organization. Take for example Brad Hickey, Head of Engineering at TEAM Informatics, who explains 
his organization was in the process of building a new user interface for its enterprise content management 
(ECM) solution. Hickey and his team needed a solution enabling users to view documents within the application, 
but also required features like annotation, redaction and commenting. Relying on Accusoft and its PrizmDoc 
Suite has been a game-changer. “I work with PrizmDoc Viewer on a day-to-day and week-to-week basis,” Hickey 
says. “It’s easy to implement, and it saved us time and effort from a development standpoint.” 
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Similarly, Abrigo, a technology provider of compliance, credit risk, lending and asset/liability management 
solutions, needed a viewing solution they could integrate into their existing application. The goal was to save 
users time and frustration, while ensuring sensitive information was protected from unwanted parties.

“We wanted to provide easy access to all documents for our users,” says Chuck Dibilio, Product Manager at 
Abrigo. “Instead of going to a browser, downloading a document, opening up a third-party application, and then 
viewing it, we’re saving our users clicks by putting PrizmDoc Viewer into our application. It’s adding convenience 
and making our product a one-stop-shop for everything our users need to do.” 

I work with PrizmDoc Viewer on a day-to-day  
and week-to-week basis. It’s easy to  
implement, and it saved us time and effort  
from a development standpoint.

- Brad Hickey  
Head of Engineering at TEAM Informatics
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1  “More Than 100 Law Firms Have Reported Data Breaches. And the Problem Is Getting Worse,” October 15, 2019.

Dibilio adds that selecting a partner that is committed to providing support throughout the integration and beyond 
has been vital. “I absolutely love the Accusoft portal and being able to have instant access to tech support,” he says. 
“Whether it was in the planning phase where I needed to start planning development or being knee deep into the 
integration, our engineers are able to have a direct line to the Accusoft technical support team, which has been very 
beneficial for our staff.”

Getting on the Digital Path — Efficiently and Successfully

What boxes should be checked when selecting the right digital document solution for your organization? It’s 
critical to ensure the solution can be easily integrated with existing applications, such as CRM and CMS, and 
is customizable to suit your specific business needs. It should also easily search for data in large documents, 
resolving the typical long wait for large documents to display, which contributes to productivity loss. It’s equally 
important to identify a solution that allows users to make annotations on files, redact personally identifiable 
information and combine different file types into one consolidated PDF for viewing ease. Ideally, it should also 
allow users to review and provide feedback on a variety of files using one common interface — thereby increasing 
productivity and saving on licensing costs. 

In the next two to three years, respondents increasingly expect to pursue the digital path. Automation is seemingly 
becoming a necessity — with 59 percent noting their organization will automate document generation and assembly 
in the coming years. Furthermore, 40 percent say signature gathering will become an automated task within their 
organization, and 40 percent project contract management will become automated in the near future.

The digital document management transformation is underway among law firms and legal departments, promising tech 
security, strong user adoption and customization. For more information on how your organization can reach its automation 
goals and build a more productive operation while alleviating technology related concerns, contact Accusoft.
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